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THE ITALIAN WAY OF MEDIATION
By
Giuseppe Conte*
I.

THE LACK OF A TRADITION OF MEDIATION IN ITALY

It certainly cannot be argued that there is a long and successful tradition
concerning the practice of mediation in Italy. In reality, none of the methods and
techniques of ADR have really taken root here.
For many years we have been experimenting, and with good results, with
arbitration (especially ad hoc arbitration) as alternative to the traditional method of
dispute settlement, but this solution is not perceived as economically viable by the
economic operators and the evidence is that arbitration agreements are largely entered
into by large or medium-sized companies.
Over time, there have been experiments mainly with forms of conciliation
requiring the same public body that was appointed to exercise the judicial function to
perform the functions of promoting amicable dispute settlement. This task was originally
assigned to the offices of conciliation, which, however, have increasingly concentrated
their activities on the exercise of the civil judicial function within the limits of
jurisdiction in terms of economic values that have increased along with the growing
number of disputes, reducing their conciliation function to a minimum.1
The Code of Civil Procedure also allows a judge to promote mediation
proceedings before examining the case, and subject to the possibility of renewing the
proceeding at any time during the case (art. 185 cod. proc. civ.). But even this general
provision has never had any serious response in terms of application because the very
judges, by reason of their training and cultural context, have never placed great
confidence in the mediation of disputes.
A very recent legislative change has, furthermore, inserted a new provision (art.
185-bis cod. proc. civ.) into the code of civil procedure, which authorizes the judge to
explicitly formulate a proposal for mediation, without limiting his power to rule on the
dispute.2 A variant of this mediation model has long been applied in the fields of labour
*
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1

F. LANCELLOTTI, under “Conciliatore”, in Enciclopedia del diritto, vol. VIII, Giuffrè, Milan, 1961, esp.
391.
2

Article 77 of dl nr. 69 of 21 June 2013, converted into law nr. 98 of 9 August 2013, brought a significant
modification to the code of civil procedure with the insertion of art. 185-bis, titled Proposta di
conciliazione del giudice, which states “Il giudice, alla prima udienza, ovvero sino a quando è esaurita
l’istruzione, formula alle parti ove possibile, avuto riguardo alla natura del giudizio, al valore della
controversia e all’esistenza di questioni di facile e pronta soluzione di diritto, una proposta transattiva o
conciliativa. La proposta di conciliazione non può costituire motivo di ricusazione o astensione del
giudice.”
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and social security disputes, where the parties to the dispute have been required to make a
prior attempt to foster extra-judicial mediation before bringing a case to court.3 In this
case, however, the mediation process takes place not in the courts, but before the
administrative bodies: the provincial labour offices.
What has really been lacking in Italy has been the development and spread of
mediation practices outside the prescriptive or even merely incentive legislative
provisions, mediation practices properly understood as structured processes whereby two
or more parties to a dispute attempt by themselves, on a voluntary basis, to reach an
agreement on the settlement of their dispute with the assistance of impartial and
competent mediators.4
Of course, in Italy there has been no shortage of doctrinal reflections and debate
among legal practitioners on the wisdom of promoting the use of mediation as a key to
the settlement of disputes. But it is certain that Italy cannot be counted among the
countries in which mediation has historically found, and is finding, fertile ground for
widespread application. In order to summarize this state of affairs, we can say that in
Italy we are still far from what has been achieved in the United States, and that Marc
Galanter has defined in the most succinct of terms as the “vanishing trial”.5
3

With the reform implemented by law no. 183 of 4th November 2010, the attempt to reach an amicable
settlement of labour and social security disputes, which until that time had been mandatory, became
optional.
4

In order to offer a more complete picture of ADR methods in Italy, it is worth mentioning some recent
special laws that have introduced mediation procedures or alternative dispute resolution to the traditional
route through the courts in some specific areas of dispute. Some of these provisions have not been very
successful, as in the case of conciliation procedures reserved for disputes between investors and
intermediaries, which take place before the Chamber of Conciliation and Arbitration established by the
Consob pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 179 of 8 October 2007, which are not binding, but optional. See
D.L. 8 October 2007, n. 179 (It.). Other provisions, however, are very successful on the practical level,
such as the procedures under Banking and Finance Arbitration, art. 128-bis of the Consolidated Law on
Banking available on an optional basis to clients but binding on banks and other financial intermediaries.
See D.L. 1 September 1993, n. 385 (It.). In these cases, however, Banking and Finance Arbitration does not
represent an attempt at conciliation but directly decides the dispute, which cannot be for a value of more
than one hundred thousand euros. The Banking and Finance Arbitrator's decision is not binding like that of
a judge, but there have been very few cases where banks or brokers have not complied: non-compliance is
made public and would risk compromising the reputation of the operators.
Beyond the statutory and legal constraints, we must remember, as part of the efforts to promote ADR
practices in Italy, the initiatives of the 105 chambers of commerce, spread throughout the whole territory of
the Italian peninsula, which – brought together in a single body, the Unioncamere - agreed during the first
years of this new millennium on a single national procedure for mediation and conciliation, in order to offer
citizens and businesses a simple, quick and inexpensive method of alternative dispute resolution.
5

The expression is taken from a study published by Marc Galanter. See Marc Galanter, The Vanishing
Trial: An Examination of Trials and Related Matters in State and Federal Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL
STUD. 459-570 (2004). Galanter reported that the number of trials and the trial rates have been declining
for the past four decades, particularly in the federal courts. The study documented a paradox: the proportion
of cases going to trial dropped during the past forty years despite substantial increases of in many other
legal indicators such as the number of lawyers, the number of cases filed, and the amount of published legal
authority. This study set off a heated debate. See generally, e.g., Thomas J. Stipanowich, ADR and the
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Things have been changing in recent years, especially as a result of resolute
legislative initiatives, which have made recourse to mediation binding in many areas,
introducing rules of considerable legal significance and strong social impact. In the
following pages we will try to investigate the characteristics of the mediation model
advocated in the 2010 legislation. We will trace the complex journey that this discipline
has made, substantially depleted by abrogation by the Constitutional Court and revived in
the summer of 2013, with some modifications. We will try to examine, ultimately, the
causes that have been, and still are, an obstacle to the development and spread of
mediation in Italy, in the knowledge that they cannot be summed up in a single cause, but
involve a variety of strati, comprising factors of a political, social and cultural nature.
II.

THE ATTEMPT TO INTRODUCE MANDATORY MEDIATION WITH A VIEW TO
“RECONCILING LITIGATION” THROUGH LEGISLATIVE DECREE NO. 28 OF 4 MARCH,
2010

To fully understand the legal background to the recent legislation that has
promoted the introduction of obligatory mediation, one must start from the premise that
the length of civil proceedings is a phenomenon that, without doubt, has reached chronic
levels in Italy, and for several years now. The negative aspects do not simply regard an
impairment of the right of individuals to obtain justice within a reasonable time and,
therefore, to see their constitutionally protected principles put into practice. 6 They also
involve public property and collective wealth seriously prejudiced because the Italian
State has systematically, and over several years, been condemned by the European Court
Vanishing Trial, 10 DISP. RESOL. MAG. 7 (2003-2004); Judith Resnik, Migrating, Morphing and
Vanishing: the Empirical and Normative Puzzles of Declining Trial Rates in Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL
STUD. 783 (2004). Later Galanter himself added to his reflections. See generally Marc Galanter, A World
Without Trials?, J. DISP. RESOL. 7 (2006).
6

According to paragraph 1 of article 24 of the Constitution, “Tutti possono agire in giudizio per la tutela
dei propri diritti e interessi legittimi” (“Everyone can take judicial action to protect individual rights and
legitimate interests.”). See Art. 24 Constituzione (It.). The second paragraph states “La difesa è diritto
inviolabile in ogni stato e grado del procedimento” (“The right to defence is inviolable at every stage and
moment of the proceedings.”). Id. The second paragraph of article 111 of the Constitution affirms the right
of the citizens to a fair trial within a reasonable time: “Ogni processo si svolge nel contraddittorio tra le
parti, in condizioni di parità, davanti a giudice terzo e imparziale. La legge ne assicura la ragionevole
durata” (“The parties to all trials may speak in their own defence in the presence of the other parties, with
an equal status, before an independent and impartial court. An Act of Parliament shall lay down provisions
to ensure that trials are of a reasonable length.”). See Art. 111 Constituzione (It.).
The constitutional principles mentioned here have not stopped interpreters from coining the category
of “abuse of judicial protection”, a wide-ranging formula comprising all the possibilities of legal protection
which are clearly unfounded or lacking in “merit”. There have now been numerous court rulings referring
to this category; if one were to uphold this view to its extreme consequences, the constitutional principles
mentioned above should refer only to the instances of protection deemed "worthy". On the difficulties and
doubts that may rise from such a position, see generally MARIA FRANCESCA GHIRGA, LA MERITEVOLEZZA
DELLA TUTELA RICHIESTA. CONTRIBUTO ALLO STUDIO SULL’ABUSO DELL’AZIONE GIUDIZIALE (2004).
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of Human Rights for the length of its proceedings, and it is certain that foreign economic
operators are not encouraged to invest in a country where the slowness of justice exposes
their projects and economic expectations to constant frustration.
In this context there is a growing awareness by the government authorities and
parliamentary powers of the need to develop new instruments to pursue the deflation of
litigation and thus, among other things, improve the position occupied by Italy in the
ranking prepared by the World Bank, Doing Business, that periodically confirms the
evident inefficiency of the Italian justice system.7
Legislative decree no. 28/2010 was issued by the Government to implement the
provision contained in art. 60 of Law no. 69/2009 and was useful in transposing the
European Directive 2008/52/EC, which also exhorted to "simplify and improve access to
justice".8 The mediation model designed by the Italian legislature is, however, a hybrid,
characterized by strong elements of ambiguity. To begin with, the indication of the
subject matter for which it is mandatory to set up a mediation process, in itself so varied,
provides a first significant sign of legislative drafting which is barely decipherable and
lacking in consistency.9
Some laws seem to satisfy those theoretical expectations whereby mediation is
purely “facilitative” of overcoming a conflict (facilitative mediation). In line with this
approach is, for example, the provision that the mediator is not required to possess
specific legal expertise. Other provisions state quite the opposite.
It is envisaged that the appointed mediator is to be flanked by auxiliary mediators
to make up for his or her lack of specific technical skills and in any case, during the
course of the proceedings, the mediator may call upon technical consultants enrolled in
registries kept at the courts (art. 8, paras 1 and 8, d.lgs. no. 28/2010). But even more
significant is the provision that authorizes the mediator to make a proposal for mediation
(art. 11, para 1, d. lgs. no. 28/2010). The mediator may make this proposal upon request
by the parties, but also on his or her own initiative and, indeed, even when the invited
party has not taken part in the mediation process.10
7

Especially in recent years, there has been a proliferation of legislative initiatives to streamline civil rights
that have become very numerous in Italy, helping to complicate the work of the judiciary and to make the
judicial mechanism even more muddled. See, e.g., L. 18 June 2009, n. 69 (It.) (dealing with the reduction
and simplification of civil proceedings on merits).
8

An important precedent was Legislative Decree no. 5 of 2003, which introduced into corporate law a
method of conciliation which contained elements such as the ability to formulate a “proposal” for the
resolution of a dispute - later transfused into the mediation model of Legislative Decree no. 28/2010. See
D.L. 2003, n. 5 (It.).
9

Article. 5, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree. no. 28/2010 enumerated the following subjects:
condominium, real rights, division, hereditary succession, family agreements, lease, loan of use, company
rental, damages resulting from the movement of vehicles and boats, medical liability, libel in the press or
other means of advertising, insurance, banking and financial services contracts. See D.Lgs. 4 March 2010 n.
28 (It.).
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The provisions give the Italian model an adjudicatory function (adjuticative
mediation), which seems to go well beyond the "evaluative" function (evaluative
mediation), even though a good number of scholars consider it to be scarcely compatible
with the methods and techniques of mediation.11 The ambiguity of the mediation model
envisioned by the Italian legislature, however, was heralded in the definition that article
1, letter a) provides regarding the notion of mediation: "... the activity, by whatever
name, carried out by an impartial third party and intended to assist two or more parties
either in the search for an amicable agreement for the settlement of a dispute, or in the
formulation of a proposal for the resolution of the dispute".
In this legislative consideration, clearly, what is but a possible outcome of a
mediation process (a conciliatory proposal) ends up almost becoming the characteristic
element of the whole practice of mediation, to such an extent as to be referred to in the
definition. But the choice of a mediation model based on the autonomy of the parties and
on the "search for an amicable agreement to the settlement of their dispute" is not so
much contradicted by having made mediation proceedings compulsory for a large
number of matters.12

10

Article. 8, paragraph 1 of Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 seemed to affirm an "obligation" on the part of
the mediator to formulate a proposal for conciliation whenever the parties made a joint request, but also
seemed to give him the "right" to formulate a proposal whenever an amicable settlement of the dispute
could not be reached; confirmation of the possibility to formulate a proposal for conciliation even in the
absence of the party invited to participate in the mediation process seems to come from the fourth
paragraph of article 8, which, in the event no agreement is reached, requires a report to be drawn up with
details of the proposal and mention of the non-participation of one of the parties in the mediation process.
See D.Lgs. 4 March 2010 n. 28 (It.).
11

The swing between the various models of mediation from a merely “facilitative” function and an
“evaluative” function is shown by the “grid system” proposed by L.L. Riskin., which distinguishes between
the various positions also on the basis of the role assumed by the mediator, as simple “facilitator” or as
“evaluator”. See Leonard L. Riskin, Understanding Mediators’ Orientations, Strategies, and Techniques: A
Grid for the Perplexed, 1 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 7 (1996). This classification was later reformulated by the
same author. See Leonard L. Riskin, Decisionmaking in Mediation: The New Old Grid and the New New
Grid System, 79 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 3 (2003). The fact that the mediator can take on an evaluative role
has caused a lot of discussion: cf., Kimberlee K. Kovach & Lela P. Love,“Evaluative Mediation” is an
Oxymoron, 14 ALT. TO HIGH COST LITIG. 31, 31-32 (1996); also, those in favour do not ignore the risks
connected to evaluative intervention. See Marjorie Corman Aaron, Evaluation in Mediation, in MEDIATING
LEGAL DISPS. 267 (Dwight Golann ed., 2001). The possibility, however, of an evaluative methodology,
defined as “decision analysis”, based however on the positions and evaluations expressed by the parties is
not to be excluded. See David. P. Hoffer, Decision Analysis as a Mediator’s Tool, 1 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV.
113 (1996); see also M Marjorie Corman Aaron, The Value of Decision Analysis in Mediation Practice, 11
NEGOT. J. 123 (1995). On “adjudicative” mediation see D.Lgs. 4 March 2010 n. 28 (It.).
12

The possibility that national legislations could make the use of compulsory mediation, or one subject to
incentives or sanctions, is expressly provided for. See Council Directive 2008/52, art. 5.2, 2008 O.J. (L
136) 3-8 (EC) (regarding “certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters”). The European
Directive, from this point of view, opens up to a variety of models of mediation, merely requiring that there
be no interference in access to justice. “Such legislation does not prevent the parties from exercising their
right of access to the judicial system.” Id.
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The move towards a heteronomous model of dispute resolution stands out even
more when we consider the proactive powers given to the mediator, assisted by the
punitive provisions introduced for those who refuse to accept his proposals and, finally,
the coercive mechanisms designed to ensure the participation of the parties in the
proceedings.
The Italian model of mediation introduced by Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 has
appeared neither perspicuous nor wholly coherent from the disciplinary point of view.
Consideration of the role, duties and function of the mediator is a key point in
understanding the mediation model chosen; its characteristics, its internal coherence, and
its compatibility with the functions pursued.13 On this point, the Italian legislator has
proved to be uncertain and partly contradictory.
It has not made the clear choice of the European legislator which, in the recent
Directive 2013/11/EU of 21 May 2013 on ADR for consumer disputes, expressly
provides that the mediator must not only be in possession of the "necessary knowledge
and skills in the field of alternative or judicial resolution of consumer disputes," but must
also have "a general understanding of law" (article 6, paragraph 1, letter a).14 Italian law
does not require legal expertise on the part of the mediator, declaring that the latter lacks
the “power to make judgments or decisions binding on the recipients of the service itself”
(art. 1, paragraph 1, letter. b, d.lgs no. 28/2010).
Nevertheless, it has authorized the latter to formulate a proposal for conciliation,
with significant sanctions for the party that does not accept the proposal and then wins in
court. This prediction appears to be particularly penalizing: the party that is found to be
fully vindicated in court is not entitled to request litigation costs and expenses, and will
have to reimburse those incurred by the losing party and to pay the State an amount
corresponding to the court fees if the sum established in the judgment corresponds fully
to that of the proposal.

13

The tasks of the mediator vary depending on the theoretical approach and model of the chosen discipline
of mediation. In the “transformative mediation” proposed by Bush and Folger, the task of the mediator is to
stimulate and facilitate, for the parties, the processes of self-legitimation and recognition of the other
("empowerment and recognition shifts"). ROBERT A. BARUCH BUSH & JOSEPH FOLGER, THE PROMISE OF
MEDIATION: THE TRANSFORMATIVE APPROACH TO CONFLICT 65 (2005). In the perspective proposed by
Friedman and Himmelstein, the so-called "understanding-based mediation", the role of the mediator
appears 'minimally invasive' due to the belief that the primary responsibility for the eventual resolution of
the conflict should lie with the parties, which are always jointly involved in mediation with the mediator
himself. GARY FRIEDMAN & JACK HIMMELSTEIN, CHALLENGING CONFLICT: MEDIATION THROUGH
UNDERSTANDING (2008).
14

Recital 36 of Directive 2013/11/EU clarifies that “It is essential for the success of ADR, in particular in
order to ensure the necessary trust in ADR procedures, that the natural persons in charge of ADR possess
the necessary expertise, including a general understanding of law. In particular, those persons should have
sufficient general knowledge of legal matters in order to understand the legal implications of the dispute,
without being obliged to be a qualified legal professional.” Council Directive 2013/11, 2013 O.J. (L 255)
(EC).
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The combined effect of these provisions leads to a significant distortion not only
with respect to the nature and characteristics of the mediation process, but also to the
traditional principle that the loser pays the litigation costs.15 These considerations need to
be even more strongly emphasised if we also consider the enforcement regime, dependent
on implementing regulation no. 180/2010. The implementing regulation provides that the
mediator can formulate the proposal for the resolution of the dispute also in the event of
failure to participate in the proceedings by the counterparty and that such a proposal can
also be made by a mediator other than the one who conducted the mediation.16
One can only imagine the unreasonable situation that arises from the possibility
offered to the mediator of drawing up a conciliatory proposal even in the absence of the
party invited to the mediation process. Even if the party did not participate in the
mediation process and for this reason did not accept a conciliatory proposal drawn up by
the mediator in his absence, in the event of future success in court, he or she still cannot
benefit from the unsuccessful party bearing legal costs and, indeed, must face serious
economic consequences.
Another significant aspect is the enforcement mechanism intended to induce the
parties to participate in the mediation process: art. 8, paragraph 5, of Legislative Decree
no. 28/2010, which allows the judge at the future trial to assess the (extrajudicial)
behaviour of the party in the mediation process and, in particular, to use as "evidence" the
failure to participate in the proceedings.17 The curious thing is that the manner in which
the mediation process was regulated ended up compromising the pursuit of its very
objectives that in principle the legislator sought to pursue.18

15

According to the principle of the “losing party” in the dispute, the party adjudicated as losing must be
ordered to cover the costs of the other party in the vindication of his rights. GIUSEPPE CHIOVENDA, LA
CONDANNA NELLE SPESE GIUDIZIALI 157 (1935).
16

S. Izzo, La disciplina di attuazione in materia di mediazione civile e commerciale, in RASS. FOR. 577
(2010).
17

In particular article 8, paragraph 5, d. lgs. n. 28/2010, referring to artice 116 c.p.c. (code of civil
procedure), offered the judge in a possible future court case the possibility to evaluate the behaviour of the
parties as evidence during the (extra-judicial) mediation proceedings. D.Lgs. 4 marzo 2010, n. 28 (It.). In
this way, the norm on procedure dealing with so-called “atypical evidence” ended up extending its original
range of application, as the current formulation allows the judge to draw evidence only from the parties “in
court.” L. Montesano, Le “prove atipiche” nelle “presunzioni” e negli “argomenti” del giudice civile, in
RIVISTA DI DIRITTO PROCESSUALE 233 (1980); but see R. Aliberti, Mediaconciliazione: il contegno delle
parti nella procedura di mediazione alla luce del futuro (ed eventuale) processo, TRECANNI
L’ENCICLOPEDIA ITALIANA (October 20, 2011), http://www.trecanni.it/magazine/diritto.
18

Numerous scholars have expressed their doubts about the new instrument of mediation. Cf. Luiso, Gli
strumenti alternativi di risoluzione delle controversie tra prassi ed interventi del legislatore, in QUARTO
RAPPORTO SULLA DIFFUSIONE DELA GIUSTIZIA ALTERNATIVA IN ITALIA (2011); C. Consolo,
L’improcrastinabile radicale riforma della legge-Pinto, la nuova mediazione ex d.leg. n. 28 del 2010 e
l’esigenza del dialogo con il consiglio d’Europa sul rapporto tra repubblica italiana e art. 6 Cedu, in
CORR. GIUR. 425 (2010).
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In fact, in the Explanatory Memorandum that accompanied the introduction of the
new rules, there was a professed and clear preference for the "soft" mediation model, of a
"facilitative" nature, considered preferable because it is characterized by a "greater
ductility in relation to the true interests of the parties" and "greater social acceptability."19
In reality, Italian law favours an "authoritative" model of mediation, characterized
by the powers of initiative attributed to the mediator and the enforcement mechanisms
designed to induce the parties to participate in the proceedings and accept the conciliatory
proposal made by the mediator.
III.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL ILLEGITIMACY AND FAILURE, FROM THE PRACTICAL POINT
OF VIEW, OF THE "AUTHORITATIVE" MODEL OF MEDIATION INTRODUCED BY
LEGISLATIVE DECREE NO. 28/2010

The mandatory mediation model introduced with d.lgs. no. 28/2010 was soundly
repudiated by the Constitutional Court, that with ruling no. 272 of 30 July 2012
established the unconstitutionality of the provisions that affect ability to gain access to a
court prior to recourse to the mediation process. It should be noted that the intervention of
the Constitutional Court focused on the compliance and the coherence of the delegated
legislation issued by the Government (Legislative Decree no. 28/2010) with the
delegating provisions approved by Parliament (Art. 60 of Law no. 69 of 18 June 2009).20
The judges of the High Court found a "misuse of power", ruling that the delegating
provisions did not permit the government to enact a law on mandatory mediation,
consequently elevating the mediation process to the level of the remedies of judicial
review.
The Constitutional Court also determined that this lack of mandate could not be
overcome by directly invoking European Union law, which is neutral with regard to the
mediation model to be adopted, leaving the solution to the Member States, provided that
the right of citizens to appeal to the competent courts for the settlement of disputes is
guaranteed.21 In particular, the Court noted that Directive 2008/52/EC of the European
Parliament and the Council of 21 May 2008 contains an invitation to the Member States
19

Cf. Ilustrative Report to the Schema di decreto legislativo recante: “Attuazione dell’articolo 60 della
legge 18 giugno 2009, n. 69, in materia di mediazione finalizzata alla conciliazione delle controversie civili
e commerciali”.
20

It should be clarified, for the benefit of foreign readers, that the judgment of the Constitutional Court
concerned the compatibility of the rules on mandatory mediation contained in a delegated ordinance (No.
28/2010) with the principle laid down in Article 76 (“L’esercizio della funzione legislativa non può essere
delegato al Governo se non con determinazione di principi e criteri direttivi e soltanto per un tempo
limitato e per oggetti definiti”) and Article 77, paragraph 1 of the Italian Constitution (“Il Governo non
può, senza delegazione delle Camere, emanare decreti che abbiano valore di legge ordinaria”). Arts. 7677 Costituzione [Cost.] (It.).
21

Cf. Corte Cost., n. 272/2012, § 12.2.
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to set up alternative civil and commercial dispute resolution procedures, able to help
provide more cost effective and faster solutions by means of procedures tailored to the
specific needs of the parties.
But the European directive, although contemplating the possibility that such
procedures should be prescribed by the law of a Member State, does not require them to
be binding.22 The European Parliament resolution of 25 October 2011 on alternative
dispute resolution in civil, commercial and family matters (2011/2117-INI), while not
binding, expressly suggests that the Commission's future legislative proposal on the use
of ADR for consumers incorporate the principles of "freedom of choice" and "out-ofcourt nature".23 The subsequent European Parliament resolution of 13 September 2011
(2011/2026-INI) took note of the solution introduced into the Italian legal system and
expressed doubts on the mandatory nature of the mediation process.
But the element of unconstitutionality observed hides another aspect on which the
Constitutional Court did not think it was necessary to dwell as the argument just
mentioned assessment was seen to be conclusive and all-encompassing. In fact, behind
the mediation model set out by the Italian legislator there are clear elements of contrast
with other fundamental constitutional principles. In fact, if one opts for an evaluative
mediation model, even creating negative consequences for parties who do not accept the
evaluative proposal of the mediator, inevitably a conflict with the constitutional
guarantees of access to justice and the enforceability of the protection of individual rights
and legitimate claims arises. These guarantees, in a mediation that is imposed on the
conflicting parties as mandatory, certainly cannot be guaranteed by legislation on
mediation that, despite having opted for an incisive "evaluation" model, does not care to
guarantee the possession on the part of mediators of professional requirements and even
allows the proposed solution to the conflict to take effect in the absence of the other party
22

Article 3, letter a, of the Directive states that the process of mediation “may be initiated by the parties or
suggested or ordered by a court or prescribed by the law of a Member State.” Council Directive 2008/52,
Art. 3, 2008 O.J. (L 136) 6 (EC). Article 5, second paragraphs, states: “This Directive is without prejudice
to national legislation making the use of mediation compulsory or subject to incentives or sanctions,
whether before or after judicial proceedings have started, provided that such legislation does not prevent
the parties from exercising their right of access to the judicial system.” Council Directive 2008/52, Art. 5,
2008 O.J. (L 136) 7 (EC). Also the subsequent Directive 2013/11/EU of the European Parliament and the
Council of 21 May 2013 on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes (which the Constitutional
Court obviously could not take into consideration) clarifies that “This Directive should not prevent parties
from exercising their right of access to the judicial system.” Council Directive 2008/52, 2008 O.J. (L 136) 3
(EC).
23

According to paragraph 31.6 of this Resolution: “ADR must be optional and based on respect for the
parties’ freedom of choice throughout the process, allowing them the possibility of choosing, at any time, to
settle their dispute before the courts; at the same time, guarantees must be provided that genuine efforts are
being made to achieve successful mediation; it must not under any circumstances constitute an initial
compulsory step prior to the initiation of legal proceedings, and the decision stemming from it can be
binding only if the parties have been informed to that effect beforehand and expressly agree to it; despite
such a decision, it must still be possible for the parties to opt for a court hearing.” Eur. Parl. Doc.
2011/2117(INI) 5 (2011).
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and inflicts serious economic consequences on the party which has not accepted the
proposal.24
The debate, still open in Italy, on the intrinsic coherence and functional
effectiveness of the mediation model drawn up at legislative level and its corollaries
relating to the compatibility of this model with constitutional principles, risks letting the
poor results that this mediation model has obtained at the practical level go
unmentioned.25 The attention of operators has been considerable, as evidenced by the
number of institutions on the list of qualified mediation bodies, held at the Ministry of
Justice, and the interest of individuals seeking to be accredited as mediators.
Equally high, however, is the number of cases in which the party invited to the
mediation process has not attended, making it impossible for the mediation process to go
ahead. From the data collected by the Ministry of Justice, we observe a progressive
decline in participation by the party invited to the mediation process: at 31st December
2012, participation stood at around 22%, a 15% fall compared with the previous year.
There is a high percentage, however, of cases in which both parties participating
in the proceeding reached an agreement to end the dispute. It is worth pointing out,
however, that this agreement has hardly ever been reached through the evaluative
intervention of the mediator. The percentage in which the mediator made a proposal
resolving the dispute was utterly minimal: ranging from 1 to 3%. This is partly due also
to the wise guidance of the various conciliation bodies that preferred – and this applies
especially for those with a more institutional profile such as Chambers of Commerce and
Professional Associations - to adopt regulations containing provisions that have severely
limited the ability of the mediator to draft a proposal resolving the dispute when there
was no joint request by the parties.26
Wishing to offer a comprehensive assessment of these data, it may be argued that
many conciliation bodies have tried to give, on the practical level, greater coherence to
the mediation model created through legislation. A very significant fact that illustrates the
lack of conviction of the operators regarding the soundness and effectiveness of the
mediation model proposed by the Italian legislator is also evidenced by so-called
"delegated mediation", i.e., mediation that the judge, in the course of the proceedings,
delegates to an impartial third party.
24

These profiles in inherent contradiction and lacking in consistency with the model emerge variously from
referral orders to the Constitutional Court on the question of constitutionality: cf. Tar Lazio, 12 April 2011,
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14, 43 (2011).
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Legislative Decree no. 28, article 5, paragraph 2 /2010 provides that a court, even
in the course of appeal proceedings, may invite the parties to proceed to mediation, after
assessing the nature of the case and the conduct of the parties. Judges have remained
largely indifferent to this possibility. Indeed, the number of so-called delegated mediation
cases fell within a few months of the entry into force of the new text, falling to a risible
1%, more or less. In practice, judges have not held that a process of mediation such as
that provided by statute could provide a useful and effective instrument to reach out-ofcourt dispute settlement.
The Italian legislator has intervened to make up for this lack of success by trying
to toughen the negative consequences for the party which, without good reason, does not
take part in the proceedings and subsequently takes the case to court. While it was
expected, in the original provision, that the judge later called upon to resolve the dispute
could draw from such conduct "evidence" for the final decision, as a result of various
regulatory interventions (dl no. 138 of 13 August 2011, converted into Law no. 148/2011
and dl no. 212 of 22 December 2011, which amended article 5 of Legislative Decree no.
n. 28/2010) a provision was introduced requiring the court to order the unjustified
absentee to pay the State an amount corresponding to the court fees due for the judgment.
IV.

THE ATTEMPT BY THE ITALIAN LEGISLATOR, REPEATED IN 2013, TO INTRODUCE A
MANDATORY INSTRUMENT FOR MEDIATION THROUGH DECREE LAW NO. 69 OF 21
JUNE 2013, CONVERTED INTO LAW NO. 98, OF 9 AUGUST, 2013

The Italian Government has shown itself to be very stubborn in pursuing a
mandatory mediation model. Even after the repeal of the most significant provisions
contained in Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 following the unconstitutionality judgment
of the Constitutional Court, the Government intervened again, with art. 84 of dl no. 69,
June 21, 2013, to change the provisions - now amply amputated – of Legislative Decree
no. 28/2010 and to propose mandatory mediation yet again. The decree has recently been
converted by Parliament with the law no. 98 of 9 August 2013.27 This step by Parliament
has modified various aspects of the new rules. It may be useful to summarize the final
result, presenting the new rules.
In the definition of mediation appears an appropriate change even if, in itself, it is
of limited significance: it is no longer stated that mediation is intended, either as a search
for an amicable settlement or the formulation of a proposal for the resolution of the
dispute, but that it aims for "an amicable agreement for the settlement of a dispute, also
with the formulation of a proposal for resolution" (Art. 1, para. 1, lett. a legislative decree
no. 28/2010, as amended by art. 84 Decree-Law No. 69/2013, converted into Law no.
98/2013).
27

L. n. 98/2013, G.U. n. 194 (2013).
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The subject areas for which the mediation process must be carried out as a
condition for the admissibility of a claim before a court remain virtually unchanged with
the exception of the elimination of disputes regarding the payment of damages resulting
from the use of vehicles and boats, and clarification on the inclusion of disputes not only
in the field of medical responsibility, but also "healthcare" (Article 5 in the reformed
version deriving from Art. 84 dl n. 69/2013). The only provision that seems to be a
concession to some doubt, in the obstinate determination of the Italian legislator to pursue
the path of mandatory mediation, is what now appears in article 5, according to which the
mandatory nature of the mediation process will be effective for the first four years
following the date of entry into force of the new rules.In short, mandatory mediation is
officially subject to experimentation and becomes an instrument ad tempus: after the first
two years, the Ministry of Justice will have to monitor the impact and effects of the new
discipline.
The term of the duration of the mediation process has been shortened from the
original four months to three months, trusting - of course - that the faster mediation
process will not adversely affect efficiency (Art. 6, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree n.
28/2010). In addition, a new paragraph inserted in article 5 provides that a court case
becomes possible from the moment when the first mediation meeting has proved
unsuccessful, making access to justice easier than the original formulation did.
Some of the amendments appear to be clear concessions towards lawyers, with a
view - of course - to be able, in this way, to remove the hostility and distrust that
accompanied the original legislative text. The reformed articles 5 and 8 of Legislative
Decree no. 28/2010 expressly provide that the parties should be assisted by lawyers in the
course of various meetings. The new art. 12, paragraph 1, added to the agreement reached
by the parties to the favourable outcome of the mediation process the value of an
enforceable right provided that it contains not only the signature of the parties but also
their lawyers. The latter are called to attest and certify compliance of the agreement with
the mandatory rules and public policy. Article 16 now contains a new paragraph 4-bis,
which states that "Registered lawyers are mediators by right. Lawyers enrolled with
mediation bodies must be adequately trained in mediation and maintain their knowledge
by means of theoretical and practical courses organized for this purpose."
Taking these new regulatory measures as a whole and formulating a summary
appraisal of the discipline of mediation as reformed in the summer of 2013, we must
concede that there have been some improvements, but it is also true that many of the
observations already made with regard to the original mediation model introduced by
Legislative Decree no. 28/2010 still hold true.
The reform has certainly improved some of the most important parts of the
legislative text. We can now say that the constitutional problems posed by the original
law have been overcome, not only from the formal point of view but also in substance.
The formal problems have been overcome by the fact that mediation now finds its
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ultimate legal source in an ordinary law (Law no. 98/2013 converting Decree Law no.
69/2013) and therefore the previous problems relating to the '"misuse of power" are no
more actual. Also the substantive risks related to the compatibility of new legislation with
constitutional provisions safeguarding access to justice appear to have been largely
overcome, especially as a result of the new provision that allows the parties to have
recourse to a judge immediately after the negative outcome of the first mediation meeting
(art. 5, latest version).
However, some peculiar characteristics of the Italian model of mediation remain
standing. There is no change to the mediator’s power to make a proposal, nor is there any
change to the enforcement mechanism connected to this decisional power of the
mediator. Article 13 continues to preclude the party which, despite winning in court,
refused the mediator's proposal, from claiming the litigation costs accrued after the
proposal and requires that the winner be ordered to pay the costs incurred by the other
party after the proposal and to pay to the court fees to the State. Also upheld is the
provision in the last paragraph of art. 8 which allows the court in the subsequent
proceedings to use as "evidence" the absence of a party without justification from the
mediation process, providing for payment to the State of a sum corresponding to the
amount due for the costs of the court hearing.
Finally we may note that the reformer intervention in 2013 left unchanged the
“confidentiality rules” which would also deserve to be better phrased/ formulated. The
art. 9, paragraph 1, requires that anyone who pays his or her own service within the
conciliation body or otherwise as part of the mediation process, an obligation of
confidentiality in relation to the statements made or the information acquired from a party
during the same procedure. The second paragraph of the article 9 specifies this
requirement forcing the mediator not to refer to the other party the statements and
information obtained from a party during separate sessions.
The first paragraph of art. 10 stipulates the legal impossibility to use the
statements made and the information acquired in the course of the mediation proceedings,
stating that their content is not admissible as testimonial evidence and cannot be taken
oath making. The second paragraph of the same article states that the mediator cannot be
required to give evidence, before the judicial authority or other authority, on the contents
of the declarations and information obtained during the mediation process and recognizes
the defender ‘s guarantees of professional secrecy (see also art. 103 and art. 200 of Italian
code of criminal procedure). The Italian legislator has therefore adopted a very broad and
absolute concept of confidentiality, without limitation.
We are not of course to ignore the fact that the confidentiality rules are
universally intended as one of the most significant characteristics of the mediation
process. We are also aware that these rules can turn out to be critical to the mediation
process to function more effectively and to make full use of its potential. Very often it is
the very constraint of confidentiality, which creates the conditions for the necessary
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mutual trust and the frank exchange of information between the parties.
It is true, however, that the confidentiality rules and the legal privilege granted to
professionals involved in the mediation procedure may be the shield to hide abuses and
malpractices. 28
The Italian legislator, unlike the case in other Member States, does not have even
invoked the exceptions that are laid down in the European Directive 2008/52/EC, who
believes that the confidentiality should be left aside when considerations of public policy
are at stake (in particular to ensure the protection of the best interests of children or to
prevent harm to the physical or psychological integrity of a person) and where disclosure
of the content of the agreement resulting from mediation is necessary in order to
implement or enforce that agreement (art. 7, para. 1).29
V.

THE "ITALIAN" MANNER OF MEDIATION
BOTH TECHNICAL AND CULTURAL KIND

HAS

ENCOUNTERED DIFFICULTIES

OF

What insights can be drawn from the Italian experience, from what I have called
the "Italian Way of Mediation", what useful ideas to be shared in a broader context of
reflection, open to an international comparison?
The government authorities and parliamentary forces that have promoted the
introduction in Italy of mandatory mediation for civil and commercial matters have not
demonstrated, in reality, great insight on the cultural level nor particular foresight on the
practical level, contributing to the quashing of the enormous potential of the instrument
of mediation, forcing it into the narrowest prism of mandatory conciliation.
28
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2013,
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The Italian experience has special characteristics, which need to be taken into
account such as the legislative insistence in the direction of mandatory mediation aimed
at promoting an attempt at conciliation and the specific constitutional problems that this
legislative initiative has raised.
It is true that the Italian experience and its currently disappointing results offer
various grounds for reflection and, in particular, provides two reflection points. The first
consideration is that the mediation process derives its success and greatest efficiency
from the fact that it is offered to the parties in absolute freedom and autonomy, not being
imposed by "authoritative models." Authoritarian choices are likely to alter the nature of
mediation and distort its most typical characteristics, compromising the effectiveness of
the instrument and its ability to achieve its specific purpose. The second consideration is
that for mediation to work to its full potential, its spread cannot be entrusted to legislative
initiatives of "forcible promotion" without considering what we might call "cultural
shock absorbers", i.e., without involving wider processes of cultural promotion fostering
a feeling of appreciation for the characteristics and purposes that distinguish this peculiar
technique of ADR among legal practitioners, the world of business, and citizens.
The limited success achieved in Italy by the legislative model of mandatory
mediation should be explained on the basis of these two failures: the technical and the
cultural. The Italian legislator has failed to outline really efficient procedures for
mediation and, indeed, driven by the anxiety of making mediation reduce the amount of
civil litigation, it has forced the nature of the instrument, accentuating its deviation
towards a "heteronomous" model of dispute resolution. This deviation towards a
"heteronomous" model for dispute resolution has been perfected by subsequent
legislation, increasingly introducing more effective enforcement mechanisms to induce
the parties to participate in proceedings and to adhere to any proposed resolution of the
dispute by the mediator.
Care is needed, however. Respecting the nature of mediation is not a matter that
concerns only the theoretical aspects, but has a direct practical impact: the distortion of
the mediation process can irreparably ruin - and this is precisely what has happened in
Italy - the chances of the mediation process being fully efficient on the functional level.
The decision to introduce mandatory mediation is already very risky considering
the fact that the practice of mediation was created and developed in the context of the
autonomy of the parties and any intervention to make it mandatory, or worse, to browbeat
the parties with regard to any proposed solution risks condemning the experiment to
failure. An ADR proceeding must not only be "alternative", but must also be
"appropriate," as pointed out by Menkel-Meadow.30
But in addition to these technical aspects, there are others, as mentioned, of a
cultural nature. And in this, the Italian model of mediation has proved even more lacking.
30

Carrie Menkel-Meadow, Mediation, Arbitration, and Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), in
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 9507 (2001).
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The Italian legislator has not taken into account the peculiarities of the Italian legal and
cultural landscape. It has taken no account of the poor and inadequate preparation for
mediation of the categories most involved with it. It did not consider that neither judges,
lawyers, nor economic operators have adequate training in ADR practices of this kind.
Much has been written in Italy, even in the press, regarding the hostility of the
Italian legal profession towards the introduction of the discipline of mandatory mediation.
In fact, before asking legal professionals to change the way they work, to abandon
models, attitudes and techniques refined over time through elaborate processes of
acquisition and testing of skills, it is necessary not only to set up, but also to improve
institutional pathways and, more broadly, cultural processes to propose and disseminate
instruments for dispute settlement that can be used as an alternative to judicial review.
In effect, Italian lawyers are professionals who have gained their skills and
competencies through a university education in law and then experience where the courts
represent the normal route for the resolution of disputes. They have been trained to do
their job in a system that relies on the recognition and implementation of rights in a
complex and articulated system of hearings, built on a rigid and dialectic distinction of
roles, with the impartial figure of the judge, who is responsible not only for regulating the
conduct of the trial but also the jus dicere, through a final dictum which is intended to be
binding on the parties and distribute among them the elements of right and wrong.
Italian lawyers are the fruit of the legal culture of their time and the system of
rules which it has produced, and it is no wonder that, faced with the suggestion of
alternatives, especially in the early stages, they may oppose them with reactions ranging
from substantial indifference to moments of strong resistance.
These reactions are not a unicum of our cultural experience and our professional
heritage. They have occurred in other countries, where mediation and other instruments
of ADR, despite the initial opposition of large sections of the legal profession, have taken
root deeply and fully across the fabric of the rules of their respective legal systems.31
VI.

THE ITALIAN LEGAL CULTURE AND THE PREVAILING MODEL OF "IURISDICTIO"

But let us look a little more at the obstacles on the road that lead to the spread and
effectiveness of mediation practices.
We have observed that in Italy as in other countries, an attitude if not of hostility
then at least of suspicion has come from the practitioners. In particular, large sections of
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the profession have raised a number of reservations, and judges have been largely
indifferent.
I have already had occasion to state elsewhere32 that representing lawyers as
instigators of conflicts in search of cases is all well and good for the pages of literary
works,33 but not to a discussion capable of addressing the issue through lucid reasoning
based on solid arguments. If so, it would be enough to suppress the forensic class - as
past illustrious thinkers, from Thomas More to Leibniz34 proposed - to achieve more and
more popular and efficient mediation.
The truth is that mediation can hardly develop, become widespread and efficient
without the essential contribution of a wise and well-prepared lawyer class. To obtain this
result, the pressure that comes from legislation is evidently not enough. Even today, in
Italy, most of the university textbooks dedicated to the training of those who will be
called to contribute professionally to the resolution of disputes - as judges or lawyers deal entirely with the analysis of the discipline of the civil trial, with little reference to the
methods and practices of ADR. The manuals of civil procedure are generally based on an
abstract treatment of the subject. Students can obtain a good knowledge of the rules of
procedure, but they do not learn that the machinery of civil justice is collapsing and that a
civil action is expensive, time-consuming and more often than not leaves the parties
frustrated and unsatisfied.
The experience of the United States, where the ADR system has reached a mature
stage in its application, teaches that without involving university programs it will not be
possible to go far.35
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The legal universe of the legal profession in Italy is crowded with a world of signs
and definitions according to lexical and conceptual pairs: prohibition/freedom,
rights/obligations, wrongs/rights. When the Italian lawyer is urged by his client to express
an opinion on the conflict that is presented to him, his reasoning is coloured by the classic
"adversarial approach" and is influenced by the prevailing model of "iurisdictio".
The first factor, the “adversarial approach", contributes to the permanence of the
conflict because the focus is on considering only the distribution, in legal terms, of the
grievances and rights between the parties, without any real consideration for the interests,
aspirations, preferences, and the emotions of the parties. 36
The model of the "iurisdictio" presupposes the intervention of a third, qualified,
person endowed by the public authorities with the task of settling the dispute by applying
the rule of law to a specific case. The legal rules govern this intervention by means of
very detailed and precise rules, showing special consideration for this "implementation"
stage, which aims - from the traditional standpoint - to conform reality to the law.
The "iurisdictio" model appears in stark contrast to mediation, because it relies on
the intervention of a third party who does "justice", by imposing a "dictum", which
inevitably benefits one of the parties and penalizes the other. In the mediation process,
default legal, or even procedural rules are not applied, unless the parties themselves
dictate, or agree to accept, them.37 Mediation should be a voluntary process organized by
the parties as they wish, with the possibility of terminating it at any time. The mediator,
furthermore, has no legitimacy to impose a solution.
The contrast between mediation and the "iurisdictio" model is obvious. Not
surprisingly, one of the strongest arguments that detractors - or even just the diffident –
rely on regarding mediation is that the spread of ADR creates a risk of decentralization,
delocalization and, ultimately, the de-legitimization of the judicial function that the State
exercises through its qualified public officials.38
Let us set aside the most radical objections, which appear to be imbued with
imperativistic statism and thus seek the absolute monopoly of public powers even in
36
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proceedings for negotiating the settlement of disputes. A more refined critical approach
has highlighted the risks associated with the deployment of ADR systems insofar as they
could contribute to the erosion of the “public realm”, meaning the public space where
legal rules are produced and applied. It is a space involving numerous stakeholders who
contribute not only to producing and refining legal rules, but also to feeding the essential
debate on social values and justice, a fundamental aspect in deliberation processes within
democratic systems.39
This is a critical position which does not underestimate the goal of “social peace”,
which ADR system certainly contributes to, but finds fault with the way in which it is
pursued, considering that it is essential to achieve it through the theory and practice of
“public justice”.40 From another critical perspective, some authors have cited the risk that
with the spread of ADR proceedings, "compromise" may become the hallmark of social
relations, stigmatizing the possible "moral" weakening of the members of a community
no longer interested in prioritizing the public assessment of the truth on the basis of preestablished rules, but willing to define disputes on the basis of compromises reached in
confidence.41
In reality, these critical objections hide ideological choices or at any rate,
theoretical viewpoints, inclined to favour the iurisdictio-based model of State, claiming
its superiority and underlining its positive aspects. It should however be noted that not all
of these objections, raised especially in theoretical debate in the U.S.A. can be used
directly in relation to the Italian situation.
The Italian legal system offers largely different points for reflection. The Italian
judicial model does not include the use of elected judges, nor do juries play a role in the
administration of civil justice, not to mention the very different rules of evidence and
many other aspects.42
These two aspects, together with the absence of significant binding precedent,
severely limit already on the abstract level the contribution that the judiciary may have on
political debate and discussion on moral and social values in our life as a society. And if
it is true that for some years now our judiciary has also played a significant role in this
direction, it should be recognized that this happened not because of civil judgments, but
39
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rather in criminal matters, where the judiciary, mainly under the impetus of their
investigative functions, have come to play a supporting role to other public powers.
From a more pragmatic point of view, it should be noted that the chronic suffering
of the Italian civil justice and, in particular, the difficulties it has had to face for several
years, as evidenced by the significant delays that it accumulates, make for very little
scepticism about the possibility that the promotion of ADR instrument may adversely
affect the machinery of civil justice or, more generally, trivialize political and social
debate. On the contrary, in the face of so many specific episodes that border on denial of
justice and the high costs of public justice – due to the economic burden imposed on
those who turn to the courts, and also on account of the remaining costs borne by the
public budget - it almost becomes a requirement to try alternative dispute resolution
procedures aimed at settling disputes faster and at lower cost.
Turning to another aspect, it is not clear what objections can be raised to the
possibility that the ongoing dispute between the parties is settled by means of an
instrument such as an agreement understood as the balancing point between competing
claims.
While it is true that the mediation process contemplates the presence of a third
party called upon to act as a stimulus for the settlement of the dispute, it acts as a tool to
support the autonomy of the individual as a prelude to the solution of the dispute by
means of an act of negotiation.
Properly understood, the theory and practice of mediation do not propose, in this
respect, anything particularly innovative at least in terms of instruments and the
objectives pursued: they contribute to the revival of the contractual model as a paradigm
for the self-regulation of private interests.43
ADR proceedings do not do away with legal rules, rather they take away the
supremacy of the iurisdictio model. In contrast to this model is the pan-contractual
dimension, which proposes a “flexible” law, as it centres on the contractual instrument
that bends to any requirement, and adapts to every need, however varied it may be. It is a
particularly ductile means of regulating the interests of the parties and, for this reason, is
offering renewed proof of its worth in the new global context.44
The decline of the iurisdictio model is accompanied by the twilight of the myth of
judicial truth and legal certainty: in Italy too, mediation can become ‹‹particularly
attractive as an option›› at a time when the courts of justice can ‹‹no longer convince us
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GALGANO, LA GLOBALIZZAZIONE NELLO SPECCHIO DEL DIRITTO 114, 147 (2005); MARIA R. FERRARESE, IL
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Contract and Conflict Management, 2001 WIS. L. REV. 831 (2001).
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Cf. Guido Alpa, Europeizzazione e globalizzazione del diritto contrattuale, in LA NOBILTÀ DELLA
FROFESSIONE FORENSE 166 (2004).
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that their elaborate and expensive processes lead to accurate fact finding and law
application››45.
VII.

TOWARDS THE FULL INVOLVEMENT OF LEGAL PRACTITIONERS IN THE MEDIATION
PROCESS.

The negative reactions of the legal profession in relation to the mediation process
show, in essence, the fear of losing their role, their place, and - in the case of lawyers - of
professional earnings. The changes made to the mandatory mediation model by the 2013
legislation are intended to allay the concerns of lawyers.
We have seen how the new rules require the presence of lawyers at the various
mediation meetings and their signature is required for any agreement reached to have the
force of a writ of execution. What I have called "tactical concessions" by the Italian
legislator to the legal profession are, in fact, in line with the conception of mediation that
I consider most correct.
It is well known that there are very different ways of representing the mediation
process, and various ideas regarding its nature and purposes. Some guidelines tend
towards a conception of mediation that views the intervention and the presence of
lawyers as "bothersome".
The mediation process is represented as unrelated to any legal logic, merely
intended to highlight and bring together interests, desires, and values that have nothing to
do with the universe of legal matters. From this perspective, the lawyer, with his wealth
of knowledge built up on rights and wrongs, becomes a cumbersome and
counterproductive presence.
These concepts and their underlying premises are respectable, but it is clear that
the mediation process that they outline cannot claim to serve as a model of dispute
resolution for use as an alternative to the court case.
If we want to promote the spread of a method of conflict resolution without the
guarantees of a court case and we want to institutionalize this alternative form of dispute
settlement, even going as far as to make it mandatory, as envisaged in Italy, it will not
merely be opportune, but necessary for the parties to be accompanied by legal experts
who know how to advise and assist them during the proceedings.
These lawyers, if appropriately trained,46 will be able to establish calm and frank
dialogue with the client and will make a decisive contribution in order to highlight the
45

Chase, supra note 37, at 113.
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Lawyers should free themselves of what Leonard Riskin calls the two premises for judicialization: (i) the
“adversariness of parties” and (ii) the “rule-solubility of dispute” and they should modify the “lawyer’s
standard philosophical map." Leonard L. Riskin, Mediation and Lawyers, 43 OHIO ST. L.J., 29, 44
(1982); see also BERNARD S. MAYER, THE DYNAMICS OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION: A PRACTITIONER’S
GUIDE 98 (2000). Marguerite Millhauser warns, however, that cultural processes cannot only involve
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complex set of needs, desires, aims and values that the client seeks to protect and pursue,
all within a framework of full legal awareness, so as to avoid that a possible amicable
settlement should be reached at the price of the ignorance of the parties to the dispute
regarding the legal and economic aspects involved.
It should be borne in mind that, in the event of a significant imbalance in
bargaining power between the parties, the mediation process is likely to expose the less
advantaged to a number of risks.47 The party with less economic power generally has
greater difficulty in accessing relevant information and this exacerbates the asymmetry of
their position. Without the assistance of a legal expert, the less advantaged could opt for
an unsatisfactory settlement compared with the validity and amount of the claims made.
The fact of being deprived of economic resources and the prospect of having to face a
long and costly civil trial could induce the economically weaker party to accept paltry
sums, paid immediately, at the cost of seeing his position heavily penalized.
Also the manner in which the mediation proceedings are conducted may help to
increase the risks. The fact that it takes place behind closed doors, following a logic very
different from that which has always distinguished the public administration of justice, is
an element that if, on the one hand, constitutes the strength of mediation because it helps
to facilitate the solution of the conflict, on the other hand, it may prove also to be a
weakness.48 It should be borne in mind in fact, that the "confidentiality" that marks the

lawyers, but all citizens, considering the fact that in many cases the clients themselves “relish the concept
of ‘lawyer as hired gun.’” But cf. Marguerite Millhauser, The Unspoken Resistance to Alternative Dispute
Resolution, 3 NEGOT. J. 29, 32 (1987).
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witness, given that there was no chance of proving the disputed fact in another way, calling him however to
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mediation process risks benefitting the most economically powerful. A large firm can
reap many benefits from a proceeding that does not take place before a public authority
and that keeps it out of the spotlight that may well result from appearing before a civil
court.49
It must be taken into consideration that the settlement of disputes through
facilitated and rapid processes risks diminishing any deterrent effect related to
unfavourable judgments, that in any case constitute an incentive (albeit minimal, at least
in Italy) not to repeat the unlawful conduct in future.50
But even apart from situations involving asymmetric conditions, it would be a
really short-sighted perspective to think that a lawyer cannot play a useful and even
necessary part in alternative dispute settlement proceedings rather than the traditional
court route.
Those who suggest the elimination of the figure of the legal professional are not
aware or pretend not to know that quick and inexpensive settlements cannot be an
objective to be pursued by any means possible. This approach, if developed, could bring
about serious distortions. It could induce mediators to adopt deviant behaviour,
prompting them to force the position of the parties to impose an unsatisfactory solution
for the weaker party.
The very perspective that aims to differentiate an “interests-based system” from a
“rights-based system” seems to me not only improper, but rather misleading. This
distinction is put forward to support the superiority of the first approach from the point of
view of “problem-solving”. But this perspective is at odds with the “adversarial
approach”, not with the “juridical” approach to the dispute.
The advocates of the “interests-based” approach struggle, however, to see the
most consistent consequences of their position: it would be preferable if litigants were
assisted in the mediation process by expert psycho-therapists, who would certainly offer
more guarantees than lawyers, to stimulate processes of self-awareness in their clients.51
testify “in camera”, i.e., not in Court or during public hearing, but before the judge on a confidential basis
and in a different place).
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The truth is that this consequence would bring with it unacceptable problems. The
process of self-awareness would be only on a psychological level, however, with no-one
able to adequately explain to the parties the legal and economic implications of their
positions.
The solution which each litigant would tend to choose or would be directed
towards could not be called "aware" because it would necessarily be built on ignorance of
some of the unavoidable aspects and consequences. Nor is it conceivable that the
mediator can provide all the information required, as this would force the one who is
expected to remain neutral about the dispute to provide an accurate representation of the
legal and economic implications of the respective positions.
But the aspect that shows best how irreplaceable the legal expert is regards the
felicitous situation in which the mediation is successful. The agreement whereby the
parties would be called upon to attest their mutual willingness to amicably settle the
dispute constitutes an instrument legally binding on both. It is unthinkable that the parties
are called upon to sign an agreement setting out rights without having full and timely
knowledge of the legal content and consequences they will come up against.

school of thought and practice referred to as "therapeutic jurisprudence", dedicated to studying the
therapeutic and counter-therapeutic treatment of the law and legal processes on people. The stated goal is to
reform the law and legal procedures in order to promote the psychological well-being of citizens. See, e.g.,
Susan Daicoff, The Role of Therapeutic Jurisprudence Within the Comprehensive Law Movement, in
PRACTICING THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE: LAW AS A HELPING PROFESSION 465, 471-73 (Dennis P. Stolle
et al. eds., 2000).
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